
Addingham Moor  
Monday 7th April 2014 
Led by Will Varley 
 
The well supported gathering with some new attenders met at Crossbank Road Addingham where 
logistics meant that everyone went in as few cars as possible up to Lightbank Lane on Addingham 
High Moor overlooking Silsden in Airedale. Everyone was well prepared for the poor weather 
forecast for the day. When I drove through Silsden earlier I was in thick fog but this had now 
cleared a bit so that the overall area could be viewed – just!! 
 
Will explained to the geological history to  the group these being rocks in the Upper Carboniferous 
Period ( Silesian) - Namurian ie Millstone Grit Series – Kinderscoutian formed 320 -315mya under 
delta conditions of deposition of eroded material from the Caledonian Mountains. As such the 
sandstones we would see were formed of grains of the volcanic granites from those mountains. 
There followed folding of the Variscan Orogeny which formed the Pennines and set the rocks with 
a dip from west to east forming the eastern limb of the Pennine Anticline. More recently 
Devensian Glacial activity 20-15ky gave rise to the Wharfe and Aire Valleys both of which have a 
flat bottom of thick alluvium of the glacial lake bed and evidence of moraines. White Crag adjacent 
to us was a typical gritstone outcrop in this case being Addingham Edge Grit ( 315-316 my). The 
Rivock Fault was just below us with Silsden on the downthrow side. 
 
We walked along the road to the famous Doubler Stones being a massive gritstone capstone 
below which were thinner beds which had been more easily eroded by sand storms at the end of 
the Devensian when the gound was still frozen. There must have been hundreds such features 
which have been completely eroded since. This was Doubler Sandstone ( 315-316my) found 
above the Addingham Edge Sandstone and the massive beds below showed good examples of 
cross bedding 

 

  

 
From here we walked across the moor to along the Weecher Fault to Windgate Nick where 
ancient tracks crossed from Airedale to Wharfedale . Here we visited Millstone Lumps Quarry 
which had been used as a source of millstones and evidence was seen of an insitu stone left 
half formed in the Addingham Grit bed.  A good spot for lunch overlooking Wharfedale. 
 
Downhill after lunch Will stops us at a large boulder of Addingham Grit which had broken away 
from the formation and slid down the hillside after the ice age. Within this were very many 
fossil ”logs” formed after a log jam when the formation was being laid down, These were 
probably pith casts from the club moss trees growing along the river banks. Alongside was 
another abandoned mill stone – one of many on this hillside. 
 
At Brockabank we find a grit stone bed of the same name ( 317my-318my) with evidence of a 
disused quarry and one of the many examples of landslips in this area caused by saturated 
ground after the melting of the frozen ground after the Devensian ice age. The weather so far 
had been better than forecast but the to prove themselves correct , heavy rain pursued us for 
the next half hour . 



At Small Banks we pass a rare example of Boles – holes in a stone wall to house bee skeps. In 
the next field Will pointed out the sites of ironstone workings in 13 medieval ( 600-700y) bell 
pits . These are shown on an old map but farming activities have hidden any evidence. These 
are found in the Nessfield Sandstone ( 318 -322my) 
 

  
 
 
Dropping down into an attractive but steep little valley at Street Farm, Will explained that this 
was a glacial spillway with mudstone exposures.  
The final exciting find which Will had found earlier was a thin white clay band within these 
mudstones which allowed them to be dated with some precision by the BGS. ( Dates derived 
from clay layers like this provide the basis of the accurate dating of the Millstone Grit Group) . 
The clay band is Potassium Bentonite which is an alteration product formed from volcanic ash 
dated 318 -322my. This ash may have even been carried from the Auvergne area of France 
which had very active volcanoes at that time. 
From here we walked back to the original meeting point and the drivers collected their cars from 
the moor car park. Thank you Will for the preparation and leading on this walk. 
 

 


